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HARMONIC SUPERSPACE FORMALISM AND THE CONSISTENT CHIRAL ANOMALY 

Wenzhou Li· 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

University of California 

Berkeley, California 94720 :U.S.A. 

The harmonic superspace formalism has been used to construct the consistent chiral 
anomaly in N = I, d = 6 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory. The expressions of the 
gauge anomaly .0.: and of the supersymmetric anomaly .o.~USY are given together with 
the consistent condition. 

The consistent chiral anomaly in N = I, d = 4 su
persymmetric Yang-Mills theory has been studied 
intensively. For higher dimension, due to the dif
ficulties to get an unconstrained superspace for
mulation, it has been studied only in the Wess
Zumino gauge by Uoyama et ell}, who have found 
an N = I, d = 6 nontrivial supersymmetric anom
aly. The aim of this work is to get the N = I, 
d = 6 supersymmetric consistent anomalies by 
using the harmonic superspace formulation'}':!}. 

For six dimensions, the use of the d = 6 SU(2) 
Majorana-Weyl spinors .}.5} leads to a manifestly 
SU(2) covariant formulation, which is naturally 
incorporated into the harmonic superspace for
malism. 

The N = I,d = 6 harmonic superspace is 
parametrized by 

(1) 

in the central basis, where zM = (:z:"',/J~),(m = 
0,· .. 5, i = 1,2, a = 1,··· 4) parametrize the or
dinary superspace, u;, the harmonic variables, 
parametrize the coset space. 

The SUSY transformation is given by 

6/J0; = (0; (2) 

6u; =0 

where E::'I are 4 x 4 antisymmetric matrices. 

·On leave from Department of Physics, Zhejiang 
University, Hangzhou, China. 
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We can pass from the central basis {zM, un to 
the analytic basis, defined by 

A.B. : {z!' = (:z:~,/J!,/J;),u;}, (3) 

where the new independent variables are related 
to the old ones as follows 

'" _ ( '" + i .. a.... IJI +i -;) 
:Z:A -:z: 2"(i~a,,";)U U , 

/J'b = u%i/Jr (4) 

In the analytic basis, the N = I, d = 6 SUSY is 
realized as 

6:z:'" = ~((~E ./J+")u-i 6/J+ = Ei u:t" 
A 2' a" a a, 

68; = (~u; 6ur = o. (5) 

Since :z:~, 8! , u;, form a subset closed under N = 
I, d = 6 SUSY transformations,we get the ana
lytic subspace, 

(6) 

In the .. ,nalytic basis, the harmonic derivative D++ 
becomes 

D++ = ui + ~ = ~+~8+aE'" 8+" ~+/J+ ~ 
ou'- ou'- 2 a" o:z:'" a o/J-

(7) a 

and· the spinor derivatives are decomposed into 
D% parts: 

D+=~ 
a o/J-a' 

D- _ 0 ..... '" .. _I 0 () 
a - 08+a + '~a"" o:z:~ 8 

The fact that D! are reduced to simple deriva
tives with respect to 8- reflects the existence of 
the invariant analytic subspace. Therefore in the 
analytic basis, we can define superfields which do 



not depend on (J- and are analytic automatically, 

F(q) (%A' (J+,u=), D!F(q) == O. (9) 

The unconstrained off-shell formulation just relies 
on the use of the real analytic superfields. 

The exterior differential d in the harmonic super
space can be split as follows 

d=d+D+D 

where d = e"'la"'I,D = etriDtri,D = e"D", with 
D" = (D + +, D - -). The rigid vielbeins eA are 
I-superforms, with the property 

deA = t~cec eB 

t.,.,. - _.,. .. r"'" 
""Ii - ·~'I"["'I)· 

From the constraints ~#+ = 0, F++'-- = 0 
we can solve for tp! and tp++ ,tp--

tp! = e-u D! eU 

tp++ = e-v D++ev 

tp-- = e-v D--ev 

From F: ++ = 0 we can get the important rela
tion 

D;V++ = 0 (10) 

y++ = eU e-v D++(eV e-U ) 

As tpA have been obtained, the gauge transforma
tions can be expressed as 

eU _ eXeu eX, D!X = 0, (11) 

eV _ eY eV eX, D++Y = O. (12) 

where K is the gauge transform parameter. By 
using a K gauge transformation the V can be set 
to zero, Y = 0, and hence tp++ = tp-- = O. Now 
(10) becomes yH = eU D++e-u which can be 
reduced to 

(13) 

Equation (13) can be solved to express the prepo
tential U in terms of the unconstrained analyltic 
superfield Y++. 

The gauge transformations can be expressed 
by the exterior differential operator in gauge group 
space6).7) 

a • = Edt,-
I at' (14) 
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where t i are all parameters the gauge group ele
ments may depend on. 

The following notations are introduced to ex
press the gauge transformed quantities 

We denote e = e-x sex, e' = eX se-x where c, c' 
are g-valued I-forms in t space. 

We can get 

s<p = !<p.eJ- de 

.e = _e2 

which coincide with B.R.S. transformations. 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

The transgression formula 6) is therefore still 
true, and we consider the following for d = 6, 

. Tr(7777) = (d + s)O (18) 

0= 10
1 

dt 

str«<p+e), te, te, te) = t(d+s}{<p+e)+t2(<p+e}{<p+e) 
(19) 

The operator SSUSY corresponding to rigid su
persymmetry is defined by acting on super fields 
'" integrated over space-time, 

where ~ = (fT'l',f"'i,E") == (O,E"'i,O) are param
eters with the same commuting properties as dzA, 
I.e., the spinor like E"'i are commuting among them
selves. The reason we put E" = 0 is that super
symmetry is realized with 6uf = OJ also we may 
set the space-time like fT'l' = 0 because they occur 
under space-time integration. Due to the com
muting property of t:tri, Ssu Sy is nilpotent when 
acting on space-time integrals of superfields, 

S;USY =0 (21) 

To construct consistent SUSY anomaly, we start 
from the transgression formula (19). The 7 -su perform 



" ' .~ 

" 

\ 
.: 

n can be split according to the powers of c, and 
by the number of factors of the vielbeins eA with 
different dimensions, i.e., qhq2,(1- p} - Qh-q2, 
which denote the number of the factors of the 
spinor-like vielbeins, e'"', the harmonic-like viel
beins eO, and the space-time like vielbein en' re
spectively. Therefore, equation (18) contains dif
ferent sets of identities, one for each sector. We 
depict the following, 

p = 0, Ql = 2, Q2 = 0 : 

str(TTTT}s,2,O = dw~,2,O + [DW~,l,OjS,2,O (22) 

p =1,Ql=0,Q2=0: 

o A 1 [ 1 o = SWS,l,O + dwS,l,O + DWs,O,Ojs,l,O (23) 

p = 2,Ql = 0,Q2 = 0: 0 = SW!,O,O + dw:,o,o (24) 

After some calculation, we can get the final result, 

where 

S~~=O 

SSUSy~~USY = 0 

S~~USy + SSUSy~~ = 0 

~~ = !. w!,o,o 

A. 1· A .... SUSy = • '.WS,l,O 

(25) 

(26) 

(21) 

The notation i.X ... denotes the interior product of 
the m-superforms x ... with respect to ,.M, where 

(28) 

and e1f are the inverse vielbeins, 

Equations (25), (26) and (27) are the consistency 
conditions and ~~, ~~u sy are the gauge anomaly 
and supersymmetric anomaly respectively. ~~, 
~~USy can be expressed by 

~~ = 12 f. f dt(l - t)[str(cdfLtLt)j,=o (29) 

~:USY = -12 f.fol dt 

1 
str{(a[ f(1,}a;LL - itPaLLL 

- i. (T",.1.T, . f',i,cS[o"o,)T, I )]} f30} 64 -. a," a, , ,~o 
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where 

f - en'tP ' - n' 

T2; = en'T, ,.,. 
~ , 

1. = e(n'lae(n'), 1(n')'(n'la 

~[ .. "o,) = en' cS[ .. " .. ,) n' . (31) 

and similar definitions for 1, and (1,)ai • 
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reading the manuscript, encouragement and kind 
help, Professor Y.S. Wu and Professor Orlando 
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